Host ScottB says:
Last time on ACTD: Paula Greene...
Host ScottB says:
The crew arrived on scene in the Jantami system to investigate the not-very-natural breakdown of the system's star, due to an accident with a civilization's new warp drive
Host ScottB says:
Breakthroughs may have been found, but the inevitable seems to be coming... Time continues to tick...
Host ScottB says:
And now, the continuation...
Host ScottB says:
"Star Light, Star Bright..." Part 2
Host ScottB says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\= CONTINUE MISSION =/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=
CTO_Ryan says:
@::On the planet surface standing near the XO, waiting for further orders::
CSO_Tsalea says:
::In the shuttle bay, a hypo of adrenaline in hand, heading for the CEO::
Host CO_Madred says:
::standing in his Ready Room, staring out a vertical window, quietly turning a prism over and over in his hands::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
::Sitting by the open hatch in the Shuttle interior ::
OPS_Baley says:
::checking calculations on his console::
CIV_Doile says:
::wakes up in his quarters after a long night in the computer lab...is a bit confused, but recovers quickly::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::down on the planet, next to the Forecouncilman::
CMO_Cameron says:
@::on the planet surface with Ryan and Amendoeira::
Ili_Throki says:
@::stares off into space, and dreams of overtaking Nichura and his quote-unquote government::
CEO_Hull says:
CMO:  ::Feeling the adrenaline at work::  Thanks Doc!  
CIV_Doile says:
::lazily gets out of bed and stretches::
Nichura_Promdi says:
@ ::waits anxiously for word from the scientists::
CSO_Tsalea says:
CEO:  You are welcome.  ::Looks from him to the FCO::  CEO/FCO:  How might I assist you?
CIV_Doile says:
::wanders into the bathroom and looks into the mirror::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::turns to Promdi:: Promdi : Forecounsilman, have there been any problems with your security forces since this started?
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CSO: Have a ship /shuttle stretcher? ::grins and points to the limited access ::
CSO_Tsalea says:
FCO:  You require me to enter the access way?
CEO_Hull says:
FCO:  This core is in no condition to fly, ::looks at the next shuttle in line, let's go and power up that type 6 ::pointing::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
::nods and follows the CEO::
CIV_Doile says:
::decides that he doesn't need to shave despite the three days growth and goes to change clothes::
Nichura_Promdi says:
@ ::tries to remember this fellow's name:: XO: Nothing I would class as 'serious' given the circumstances. A few small outbreaks on some of the smaller continents, but most have been contained.
CEO_Hull says:
*CO*:  Captain, this shuttle will not be flying today, we will be departing once we get this other type 6 shuttle powered up
Host CO_Madred says:
::glances down at the prism in his hand, watching the light from the window pass through it, and puzzling over the fate of Jantami I::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::nods:: Promdi : That is good.. When will the lottery process be completed?
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Reaches down to close the access way before following the humans.::
Host CO_Madred says:
::frowns and mutters to himself before hitting his combadge:: *CEO*: Mister Hull, time is a luxury we do not possess.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CEO: Think we should put that other up for a trade-in when we get back to a starbase?
Ili_Throki says:
@<Jamek> ::interrupts:: XO: Whenever we're ready.
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Listens to the conversation between the XO and the Promdi::
CEO_Hull says:
FCO:  The Yardmaster will be happy to receive it.  
CIV_Doile says:
::changes into loose-fitting pants and t-shirt and wanders over to the computer terminal to check messages::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CEO: Not if he is like the one on Proxima Prime ::chuckles:: Disagreeable fellow
Ili_Throki says:
@::snacks back to present:: XO: It's hard to think we have to pick and choose who to save.. and who to leave behind.
CEO_Hull says:
::Approaches the other shuttle, and keys in his access code on the door panel, it opens and the lighting activates::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@Jamek : How are you going to isolate the winners from the rest? I assume you have a camp set up somewhere in order to do this? It would facilitate the evacuations procedure...
Host CO_Madred says:
::sighs and turns from the window, sets the prism down on his desk, and heads out onto the bridge looking towards the operations station:: OPS: Mister Baley, what is the word on the ETA for the USS Death Valley?
CEO_Hull says:
CSO:  Sir, I believe your with us on this Away Mission
Nichura_Promdi says:
@ XO: We were delaying in the hopes of finding a solution, but I do not think that is an option any longer. Perhaps by dawn the names can be chosen and we can begin to shuttle people to the launching stations.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@Throki : I know... And i sympathize... But we must act quickly. Also, you have to remind the population that this is only a necessary precaution.. And that we have every hope that this problem will be resolved.
OPS_Baley says:
CO: ETA confirmed at 36 hours now. Permission to leave the bridge, sir?
Ili_Throki says:
@<Jamek> XO: Well, since the possibility of a whole family where everyone is a "winner" .. so.. we'll probably have to kidnap them or something like that.  Or trick them....  Unless you have a better idea.
Host ScottB says:
@ <Wilokad> ::enters in on Quijnoo and everyone::
Host CO_Madred says:
::smiles slightly:: OPS: Somewhere you need to be, Mister Baley?
CSO_Tsalea says:
CEO:  Correct.  Are we about prepared?
OPS_Baley says:
CO: I'm feeling.. faint, sir.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
::sits at the flight controls console ::
Nichura_Promdi says:
@ ::glances up quickly at the opening doors, expecting news:: Wilokad: Is there any news?
CTO_Ryan says:
@Promdi: Excuse me Forecouncilman, but have you made provisions for riots and outbreaks of violence?
Ili_Throki says:
@XO: I understand... but still..........  ::doesn't like the idea of ruling over a smaller population..::
Host CO_Madred says:
::nods:: OPS: Then by all means ... I'm sure Nurse Wobbles will be able to fix you up. ::waves towards the turbolift::
Ili_Throki says:
@<Jamek> Wilokad: Ah.. there you are......
CMO_Cameron says:
@::looks at Amendoeira worriedly on hearing the word "kidnap"::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
::begins running checks:: CEO: Is this things shielded for hard radiation?
OPS_Baley says:
CO: Thank you, sir. ;:motions his replacement in, and heads off to sickbay::
CIV_Doile says:
::moves quickly through the small amount of messages, deleting most of them.  Then, finally comes to the CO's mission brief::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@Jamek : I have proposed such an possibility with the Forecounsilman. If we where to appear to the population, and assure them we are doing our best, and maybe exaggerate our chances, things would go easier...
CEO_Hull says:
FCO:  Pull the multiphasic shielding program from the main computer, it should protect us without any equipment changes
Host CO_Madred says:
::watches Baley go ... then turns and glances around at the crewman working on the bridge realizing that they are all junior officers and he doesn't know any of their names::
Ili_Throki says:
@::smiles reassuringly at the CMO:: CMO: The process will be painless.. I assure you, doctor.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Walks up the console and activates the systems, checking the sensors.::
Host Rotaji_Wilokad says:
@ Quijnoo/Promdi: Good day sirs... ::looks at the Fed officers for a moment:: No news, sir, unfortunately. I still can't find any problems with the intermix
Nichura_Promdi says:
@XO: And I have decided to go with that strategy. ::doesn't look pleased with it:: We will need to retire to the communications center to transmit that far.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CEO: Thanks ::pulls up program from the Menu::: Might I suggest we carry suits for the surface?
CIV_Doile says:
::talks to himself:: CIV: Evacuate?  This population?  Is he nuts?
Ili_Throki says:
@<Jamek> ::nods:: XO: Are you sure you're not a politician?  ::smiles::
CEO_Hull says:
FCO:  Agreed
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Looks at the FCO::  FCO:  Suits?
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Nods politely as Rotaji Wilokad enters the room::
CMO_Cameron says:
@Throki: That's not my issue, sir.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CSO: Radiation protection gear
Ili_Throki says:
@<Jamek> Wilokad: Will you be. interested in having a few star fleet science officers to help?
Host CO_Madred says:
::excuses the COB and takes the command chair, looking through incoming logs and files from the away team ... taking special note of anything from Doctor Cameron::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::nods at Promdi, and makes a small smile towards Jamek.:: Promdi : Lead the way...
CEO_Hull says:
FCO/CSO:  Warp core coming on line, flight pressure in 5 minutes.......
CSO_Tsalea says:
FCO:  I was not aware we would be leaving the shuttle for any surface.  However, considering the radiation, suits upon the shuttle would be appropriate.
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Wonders why Promdi did not answer her question, then decides not to ask it again::
CMO_Cameron says:
XO: Commander, if you'll excuse me, I'll just report my findings to the Captain.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
::privately thinks it is good insurance in case the program flakes out ::
XO_Amendoeira says:
CMO : Certainly doctor.. Also, don't forget to mention to him your ideas about relief for the populace..
Host Rotaji_Wilokad says:
@ ::looks at Quijnoo rather disturbedly:: Quijnoo: I... erm... I guess. You don't feel that the High Order of Scientists can figure out matters in time?
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Goes to the back locker to look for any EVA suits.::
XO_Amendoeira says:
<@>
Ili_Throki says:
@::looks over at the CTO and the CMO:: CTO/CMO: Would you like a tour while your commander is busy?
Nichura_Promdi says:
@::manages as much dignity as he can under the stress and heads toward the doors with the XO::
CSO_Tsalea says:
FCO:  There are two here.  I will attain the other out of the storage locker.
CMO_Cameron says:
@::wanders to outside the room::  COMM: CO: Captain from CMO.
CEO_Hull says:
::pushes a button on the shuttle's console opening the shuttle bay’s main door - Klaxons blare as the door raises, force fields in place and the darkness of space is seen as the door opens::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::follows Promdi, straightening his uniform jacket the best he can::
CMO_Cameron says:
@Throki: If you'll excuse me, I'll decline.  I have to report in to our ship.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CSO: Good ::smiles and rises to go collect one::
CIV_Doile says:
::brings up as much information on this planet and the situation as possible::
Host CO_Madred says:
<OPS_Ty`vec> CO: Captain, Doctor Cameron is hailing us...
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Looks to Throki:: Throki: I think it best I stay with the XO.
Host CO_Madred says:
COM: CMO: Go ahead, Doctor ... what have you found out?
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Turns and follow the XO::
Ili_Throki says:
@::watches the CMO leave.. and turns to the CTO instead:: CTO: I can assure you that he'll be quite safe.
CMO_Cameron says:
COMM: CO: Sir, the people here are suffering from severe radiation poisoning.
Nichura_Promdi says:
@::keeps up his shuffle-walk as they turn down a hall toward the technical area of the government building:: XO: How do you think it will turn out?
Ili_Throki says:
@::turns to Jamek:: Jamek: Ahh.. good conversationalists are hard to find these days.
Host CO_Madred says:
::nods, much as he expected:: COM: CMO: I understand, Doctor. What can we do for them?
Ili_Throki says:
@<Jamek> ::already half way to the door and turns:: Ili: Huh?
FCO_O`Rourke says:
::starts putting on the gear ::
CMO_Cameron says:
@ ::folds his arms::  COMM: Well, according to the Governor, nothing.  And Commander Amendoeira agrees that it's too late for those that haven't been chosen.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@Promdi : I have every confidence the Paula Greene crew will find a solution.. Even if it is a temporary one... As for the lottery, I can't stress enough the importance of our optimism on this message..
Ili_Throki says:
@::rolls her eyes:: Jamek: Never mind... keep walking.  ::follows quickly behind, and meets up with the others in the communication centre.
Host CO_Madred says:
::gets a perplexed look on his face:: COM: CMO: Chosen, Doctor?
CEO_Hull says:
*OPS*:  We are preparing Shuttle 'Maximus', request clearance 
CIV_Doile says:
::quickly reviews the information and talks to himself a bit more:: CIV: Now I'm sure he's nuts.  We'd need hundreds of transports to make an evacuation feasible!
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CEO: What do you think of the idea of a towed sensor array?
Host CO_Madred says:
<OPS_Ty`vec> *CEO*: You have clearance to depart, Chief.
Host Rotaji_Wilokad says:
@ ::watches the gaggle of people leave... shakes head and starts to walk back towards the theoretical engineering complex... muttering to himself:: Damn Federation... Always willing to help anywhere and everywhere... Oh the great Federation, ready and willing to handhold yet another civilization into interstellar mediocrity.
CEO_Hull says:
FCO:  Opposite thinking Mr. O'Rourke, that would work wonders
CMO_Cameron says:
@COMM: Some of the planet's population have been chosen to be saved from this planet's destruction should we not be able to help them.  They will be sent to evacuation stations.  That's in addition to the 18,000 we can rescue ourselves.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Returns in an EVA suit, a bag of equipment over her shoulder, and takes her place at the console.::
Nichura_Promdi says:
@::walks into the building's impressive (for the technology level) communications center:: XO: Do you have your waterfowl in a line? We can begin talking immediately.
CMO_Cameron says:
@COMM: CO: However, my own personal opinion would be to at least let these people die with dignity.  We can replicate enough Hyronalin to have at least some effect on reducing the symptoms of the radiation poisoning.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CEO: I am thinking of a pod with its own micro drive, so if needs be we could launch it closer than we ourselves could get.
CIV_Doile says:
CIV: It'd be easier to introduce anti-trilithium into the star!  ::brightens up as an idea occurs::
Host CO_Madred says:
::wonders why this is the first he's hearing of this:: COM: CMO: I see ... do whatever you can for them.
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Follows Promdi and the XO into the communications center, looking around::
CEO_Hull says:
*<Duty Engineer>*:  This is Lt. Hull, have a sensor array deployed from cargo bay 4, we will pick it up with the shuttles tractor beam when we clear the shuttle bay
CMO_Cameron says:
@COMM: CO: Yes, sir.  And if Commander Amendoeira objects?
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::struggles with the words, but nods:: Promdi : I am ready...
CSO_Tsalea says:
CEO/FCO:  What is our time of departure?
CEO_Hull says:
<Duty Engineer> *CEO*:  Aye Sir, it will be waiting for you
FCO_O`Rourke says:
::sits down ::
CIV_Doile says:
::rushes out of his quarters and to an open holodeck::
CEO_Hull says:
CSO:  We are leaving now!  ::smiles::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CEO/ CSO Ready ?
Ili_Throki says:
@<Jamek> ::pauses half way to the communication centre and starts backing off::  Troki: You know what,  miss?  I think I'll just go and see what Wilokad is up to... ::runs and head back the other way::
Nichura_Promdi says:
@ ::returns the nod and fixes his robes, straightening to look something of the leader he was before this disaster:: XO: Then we begin. ::gestures to the technicians::
Host CO_Madred says:
::a little surprised at the question:: COM: CMO: He won't, Doctor...
Ili_Throki says:
@::REB and says slowly::  Jamek: oooooo kay.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
:::powers up the thrusters, rising from the deck::
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Takes her seat::  *CO*:  Captain, we are ready for departure.
CEO_Hull says:
FCO:  We have clearance, ::pushes the button closing the shuttle's door::
CMO_Cameron says:
@COMM: CO: Aye, sir.  Cameron out.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::nods, while Promdi opens the communication::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#CEO/CSO: Here we go then ::initiates forwards thrusters::
CMO_Cameron says:
@::approaches Amendoeira::   XO: Commander....
Ili_Throki says:
@::arrives at the communication centre and looks at the XO, and wonders if she can use him to get her a seat in the high counsel:: Self: Hum.
CIV_Doile says:
::finds a holodeck and quickly programs it to reproduce the Starfleet labs on Utopia Planitia::
Host Rotaji_Wilokad says:
@ ::quietly mixing a few chemicals into the latest intermix experiment::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Nods to the CMO as he approaches::
Nichura_Promdi says:
@ ::waits for the dim yellow light to illuminate::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Monitors all sensors, Keeping an eye on radiation levels.::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::whispers:: CMO : Not now, Doctor.. When I finish this broadcast...
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#:::Rotates the shuttle  to orient it for the initial major burn ::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#FCO:  Take us as close to the area as you can.
CIV_Doile says:
::enters the holodeck and looks around::  CIV: Impressive.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#CSO: How close can we get?
CMO_Cameron says:
@XO: Commander, now that we're back in communication with the Paula Greene, I'd like to get back and work on replicating the Hyronalin.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#:: initiates drive::
CEO_Hull says:
COM: PG:  This is Maximus, we are free and clear of the ship, picking up a sensor array from cargo bay 4, then heading out
Ili_Throki says:
@<Jamek> ::wlaks over to Wilokad:: Wilokad: So.. what are you doing now, son?
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::nods:: CMO : If you have the Captain’s agreement, do it..
CIV_Doile says:
::moves to the simulation computer and programs it to model current star conditions::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#FCO:  Approximately 0.4 AUs.  But that depends also on communication with the ship.
CMO_Cameron says:
@::nods, and walks away::  COMM: Paula Greene: One to beam up.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CEO:  Please monitor communications.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#CSO: Aye,  I will try at 1/2 out then, first
Ili_Throki says:
@::nods to Promdi as she takes a stand next to him::
CEO_Hull says:
#CSO:  Aye
Host CO_Madred says:
COM: Maximus: Understood, Maximus ... good luck.
Nichura_Promdi says:
@ ::glances back at Amendoeira expectantly, and faces the vids again as the technician signals that it's ready:: COMM Broadcast: Greetings, Joran'T'Kam Brethren. I bid thee glad tidings on behalf of our loyal government and I bring important news. ::glances over at Throki before continuing::
Host Rotaji_Wilokad says:
@ ::jumps violently from Jamek entering... knocks the whole beaker set off the table, shattering it on the floor:: Jamek: Oh!!! Uhm... Uhh.. Dr. Quijnoo. I was.. uhm... ::fumbling for a towel to start cleaning:: I was just testing my last equation for deuterium enrichment.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
# ::checks his instruments for  gravity and other readings ::
Host CO_Madred says:
FCO: Let's head back to Jantami II, Mister Goring ... full impulse.
Host CO_Madred says:
<FCO_Goring> CO: Aye sir...
CMO_Cameron says:
@::frowns as he's not beamed up::
CIV_Doile says:
::programs the simulation to predict the internal temperatures an hour from now::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#::Evaluates the course and progress::
CMO_Cameron says:
@COMM: CO: Er, Captain, I'll have to leave the replication of the Hyronalin to Nurse Ridge and her team.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#CSO: One minute to  orbit .5 AU out
Host CO_Madred says:
<OPS_Ty`Vec> COM: CMO: We'll be in range in a few minutes, Doctor ... stand by.
CEO_Hull says:
#::Brings the multi-phasic shield program on-line
Ili_Throki says:
@<Jamek> Wilokad: I apologize if I startled you......
CMO_Cameron says:
@COMM: Ty'Vec: Acknowledged.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Sensors online, reads through the data as she relays it to the ship.::
CIV_Doile says:
::programs the simulations to inject an "assumed" amount of anti-trilithium::
Nichura_Promdi says:
@ COMM Broadcast: The time has come for us to carry out the unenviable chance of choosing those among us first for the evacuation, even as we plan our salvation with the help of our Federation friends. ::beckons the XO::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Moves around the communications center observing and looking at the impressive consoles and equipment::
Ili_Throki says:
@<Jamek> Wilokad: But why are you testing ...?  We have to get off this planet?
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#CSO/CEO: Orbit established... any comm problems?
Host Rotaji_Wilokad says:
@ ::fumbling again, slips on hands and lands face-first into the liquid... it starts burning:: No... no no... No problem sir... At... Owwww... ::starts rubbing eyes::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::nods, and steps forward::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::looks up from her sensors and out the screen::  FCO/CEO:  Jantami appears to have life upon the other side of it.
Host CO_Madred says:
<FCO_Goring> CO: Orbit established, Captain...
CMO_Cameron says:
@COMM: Ridge: Nurse Ridge, this is Doctor Cameron.   I need you to start replicating as much Hyronalin as you can for beam-down to the planet surface when you're in range.
CEO_Hull says:
#::Checks the comm unit:: FCO:  Comm is within normal parameters
Host CO_Madred says:
<OPS_Ty`Vec> COM: CMO: Transporting now...
XO_Amendoeira says:
@COMM Broadcast : Greetings, Joran'T'Kam.. I am Commander Tealk Amendoeira from the Federation starship Paula Greene. I'm sure you've all heard by now that we have come to help with your situation...
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#CSO: I wonder why we were not so informed?
CMO_Cameron says:
@::is beamed aboard the Paula Greene::
Host CO_Madred says:
::stands from the command chair and straightens his tunic:: TO: Lieutenant Tao, you have the bridge... ::heads towards the turbolift::
Host CO_Madred says:
<TO_TAO> CO: Aye sir...
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#CSO: Tell the Captain, I am sure he would want to know.
CMO_Cameron says:
::heads to Sickbay::
CIV_Doile says:
::programs the simulation to use photon torpedoes as the delivery system::
CEO_Hull says:
#::Looks over at the CSO at that remark::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@COMM Broadcast : I am here to tell you that the Paula Greene's crew will do everything in it's power to correct the problem with your star, and I have every confidence they will succeed...
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CEO:  Please relay the information.  Add that while there appears to be no civilizations, there are signs still of basic life, including primates.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#::plots a course inwards to 0.42 AU out::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Walks back to the XO and listens to his speech::
Host CO_Madred says:
::in turbolift:: TL: Sickbay...
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#CSO/CEO: Ready to head in a bit more?
CMO_Cameron says:
::enters sickbay and begins the co-ordination of the Hyronalin replication::
Ili_Throki says:
@::sighs as she continues to listen to the broadcast, knowing what lies they are::
Nichura_Promdi says:
@::chips in to help:: COMM Broadcast: As do I, and the government of the Joran'T'Kam. We merely need follow certain steps to get to our goal. Bringing about friendship and tighter bonds under the shadow of adversity.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#FCO:  For now, yes.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@COMM Broadcast : But, as Forecounsilman Promdi put it, we must prepare for the worst... I'm sure I cannot imagine what it must be like for all of you not chose by the lottery, but it is only a precaution we must take. In the unlikely event we should fail in our task, we must be prepared...
CEO_Hull says:
COM: PG:  This is Lt. Hull onboard Maximus, the CSO has conducted her survey of the planet, and as there appears to be no civilizations, there are still signs of basic life, including primates
Ili_Throki says:
@<Jamek> ::helps Wilokad clean up:: Wilokad: Just put it aside for now, son.
Host Rotaji_Wilokad says:
ACTION: The shuttle begins to encounter turbulence from high amounts of solar wind
CIV_Doile says:
::watches the simulation as it goes through the process...ending with the star blowing up and destroying everything in the system::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#:::hangs on ::
CEO_Hull says:
#:: Activates the multiphasic shielding::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#::initiates the burn ::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@COMM Broadcast : So, I would like to ask for your help in making the lottery process as easy at possible, for if we succeed, whatever you do in this time of need will be looked back upon...
CIV_Doile says:
::adjusts the amount of anti-trilithium in the torps and injects a small amount of protomatter::
CIV_Doile says:
::runs the simulation again::
Host CO_Madred says:
::walks through the doors into sickbay:: CMO: Doctor ... I wanted to see how your project was going.
CIV_Doile says:
::watches as the star blows up again, but not quite so fast::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#::tracks course::
CIV_Doile says:
::reduces the amount of protomatter by 12%...just guessing::
CMO_Cameron says:
::sees Madred enter and stiffens to attention a little::  CO: Yes, sir.  We've started on replicating the Hyronalin.  My biggest concern is storage and administering it.
CEO_Hull says:
#CSO:  Advise when we near the star's magnetic field, I will match harmonics to the shields
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#::initiates orbital insertion ::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@COMM Broadcast  : And I’m sure all of the Joran'T'Kam are peaceful and will show the best of themselves, considering the circumstances. ::turns back to Promdi:: Forecounsilman?
CIV_Doile says:
::runs the simulation again::
Host CO_Madred says:
::grimaces:: CMO: I don't think storage will be a concern ... our latest estimates say that the star will go nova within the week.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#CEO/CSO: 0.42 AU out , how is comm?
CIV_Doile says:
::watches as the star stabilizes and remains stable::
Ili_Throki says:
@::looks at the XO and mouth the words "Nice speech::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CEO: Acknowledged.
CEO_Hull says:
#FCO:  I have some interference, but that is understandable, still within operational limits
CMO_Cameron says:
::looks at Madred, shocked::  CO: A week?  Then surely we should be evacuating these people now.  Maybe with two or three journeys, we can help more people.
CIV_Doile says:
Computer: Computer, at these settings, how long will the star remain stable?
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::nods at Throki::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#CEO/CSO: In tat case, unless there is an over riding need, we will stay here?
CSO_Tsalea says:
#FCO/CEO:  Estimating the amount of debris remaining from the original discovery and what is now missing from this world, as well as its composition, it would appear the two are the same.
Host CO_Madred says:
CMO: A second evacuation vessel is en route, Doctor. I'm holding off my decision until Commander Tsalea has a chance to evaluate the star ... which she is doing now from the shuttle Maximus.
Nichura_Promdi says:
@ ::manages to look somewhat cheerful:: COMM Broadcast: As we speak, notices are being sent to those that fit the criteria of the lottery and transportation will be provided for them. For those of us left behind to carry on, we will do so with determination and optimism. To show all those that work among the stars that the Joran'T'Kam are survivors
CSO_Tsalea says:
#FCO:  The radiation level has increased.  I would recommend activation of the EVA suits.  As for distance, this is adequate for the moment.
CIV_Doile says:
<Computer> CIV: The star will remain stable for 301 years, 3 months and 2 days.
CMO_Cameron says:
CO: Yes, sir.  I'm just concerned that we save as many people as we can.  Although if Commander Tsalea can solve their problem then we won't need to, but at least we'll have been working towards something positive.
CEO_Hull says:
#::Adjusting the computer controlling the multiphasic shielding::
CIV_Doile says:
CIV: Hmmm..not good enough....
Ili_Throki says:
@::looks over at Promdi and wonders if the lottery is really that fair, since Promdi automatically wins.::
CIV_Doile says:
::reduces the amount of protomatter and anti-trilithium by another 12%::
CIV_Doile says:
::runs the simulation again::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#::plots some emergency escape routes:::
CMO_Cameron says:
::looks at Madred, concerned::  CO: Is there nothing we can do>
Host CO_Madred says:
::nods:: CMO: I understand your concerns, Doctor. The USS Death Valley should arrive within 36 hours. We have until then to do all we can for these people.
CEO_Hull says:
#::Reaches over to the console and adjusts the tinting to the view port darkening the transparent aluminum blocking the suns blinding light::
Nichura_Promdi says:
@ COMM Broadcast: On behalf of the government of the Joran'T'Kam and our Federation friends, we bid thee safety and.. and long life. ::signals the technician to end the broadcast::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::turns to Promdi, as the signal comes that their off the air:: Promdi : Well done, Forecounsilman...
XO_Amendoeira says:
@Promdi : We will see, soon enough, if this communication helped or not...
CMO_Cameron says:
::nods:: CO: Yes, sir.  We'll try and get as much of the Hyronalin ready as possible.  I need to do some of this work on the bridge, if you'd care to join me.
Ili_Throki says:
@::goes over and turns off the transmission herself::  XO: Now what?
Nichura_Promdi says:
@XO: I fear you are right. ::looks deeply saddened and walks off on his own::
Host CO_Madred says:
::stands and accompanies the doctor:: CMO: Certainly, I should be getting back to the bridge anyway.
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Decides this would be a good time to re ask her question:: Promdi: What provisions have you made in case riots and violence break out among the one's who are left behind?
Ili_Throki says:
@XO: Leave him be.
CIV_Doile says:
::watches as the star explodes once again on the simulation::
CIV_Doile says:
CIV:  Crap!
CMO_Cameron says:
Ridge: Nurse Ridge, I'll be on the bridge with the Captain.  Keep me appraised of your progress  ::exits sickbay::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::nods to Throki:: Throki : Now, we wait... And hope for the best...
XO_Amendoeira says:
@COMM CO : Captain... How are things up there?
CSO_Tsalea says:
#COMM:  CO:  Extrapolating for now, it would appear that there was a delayed reaction from the star when the ship imploded, which may have set off a chain reaction at the site of implosion.  This may have created a large solar flare that burned off half of Jantami I's atmosphere, scorching it and creating craters.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#COMM:  The debris is what we saw earlier.
Nichura_Promdi says:
@ ::barely notices:: CTO: Pardon? Oh.. our security forces will be on alert. If necessary.. ::hesitates:: I will declare martial law.
Host CO_Madred says:
::heads out of sickbay with Doctor Cameron::
CMO_Cameron says:
::enters the Turbolift::  TL: Bridge.
CIV_Doile says:
::eliminates the protomatter from the simulation and runs it again::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Nods to Promdi:: I see.  Will you require additional security personnel to augment your current forces?
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::approaches the CTO and listens:: CTO : Commander.. Leave him be. This is his people, and he knows what he must do. Also, consider what you would be feeling if you where in his shoes...
CIV_Doile says:
::watches in amazement as the simulation computer locks up::
Ili_Throki says:
@CTO: I don’t' think that'll be necessary.  Thank you for the offer.
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Nods to the XO:: XO: Aye, Sir.  ::Goes back to sleep::
Host CO_Madred says:
::rides the turbolift quietly with the Doctor:: CMO: There's something about this situation that is nagging at me ... I can't quite put my finger on it.
CIV_Doile says:
CIV: Wonderful technology!  ::smacks the terminal and reboots the system::
Nichura_Promdi says:
@::smiles his thanks at Amendoeira and walks back toward the chambers to await further word::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::taps his badge again:: COMM CO : Captain?
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::A puzzling look comes into her eyes::  FCO:  Take us in closer.
Host CO_Madred says:
::looks up as his combadge chirps:: COM: XO: Go ahead, Commander...
CMO_Cameron says:
::nods::
CEO_Hull says:
#::Looks over at the FCO::
CIV_Doile says:
::finally, the simulation comes back up.  Checks the parameters and runs the simulation::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@COMM CO : Any news?
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#CSO: We are approaching safe distance, just so you know ::initiates burn ::
Host CO_Madred says:
::chuckles ruefully to himself:: COM: XO: I was hoping you would have news for me, Commander. Commander Tsalea's team is still evaluating the star. She should have some data soon.
Ili_Throki says:
@CTO: You do not want to expose any of your people with the radiation down here, anyways.... Commander, is it?  As strong as your inoculations are ...... well... it's still not healthy.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#::initiates orbital burn :: CSO: 0.40 AU out
Host ScottB says:
@ <Wilokad> ::has since retired to the student lounge to look at his equations, after having cleaned up and almost had his "experiment" foiled by Dr. Quijnoo::
CIV_Doile says:
::watches as the simulation predicts the star to remain stable::
CEO_Hull says:
#::Adjusts further, keeping an eye on the display console and control of the multiphasic shielding
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#::looks at the CEO::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Looks up::  FCO/CEO:  I am picking up some unusual matter.  However, the radiation from the sun is blocking sensors.  I will require getting in closer.
CIV_Doile says:
Computer: Computer, how long will the star remain stable at these parameters?
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Blinks awake as she hears someone talking to her:: Throki: We have equipment on board our vessel which will protect us.  However since you require no additional security forces it doesn't matter now.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@COMM CO : Sir.. I'm afraid of what will happen, now that the winners of the lottery have been announced. But I don't want to interfere with the Joran'T'Kam's sovereignty.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#CSO: Uhm, maybe send in the sensor sled alone?
CEO_Hull says:
#FCO:  I knew we would ::smirks::
Ili_Throki says:
@<Jamek> ::looks at Wilokad's work that he left in the lab::
Nichura_Promdi says:
@ ::enters the chamber and looks out of the capital city. It looks so normal, only there is no one outside on the streets for fear of the sun::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#FCO:  I would require a sample.  ::Does not blink::
CMO_Cameron says:
::enters the bridge with Madred and sits in the Counselor's chair::
Host CO_Madred says:
::steps off the turbolift as it arrives at the bridge:: COM: XO: Nothing we can do about that, Commander. Remind the Sovereign that our Security Teams remain ready and able to respond, but unless he asks we won't interfere.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#CSO: From the interior of the star?
CIV_Doile says:
<Computer>CIV: The star will remain stable for 904 years, 6 months, and 23 days.
CEO_Hull says:
#FCO:: Watches intently as their fate is discussed::
CIV_Doile says:
CIV: Well, that should give them time to work on a permanent solution.  Now time to whip up a batch of anti-trilithium.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#::suspects the CSO has lost it ::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@COMM CO : Ryan has made reminded the Sovereign for us, J.. Sir..
CSO_Tsalea says:
#FCO:  Take us in as close as you can.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#CSO: We are at the limit now, if we want to leave.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CEO:  Prepare to beam a sample aboard.
CIV_Doile says:
::calls up documents on trilithium::
Host CO_Madred says:
::sits in his command chair:: COM: XO: Understood ... remind him again. Madred out.
CEO_Hull says:
#::Replicates a hermitically sealed container::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::sighs::
Host CO_Madred says:
::glances at Mister Ty`Vec at the Operations console:: OPS: Hail the Maximus...
CMO_Cameron says:
CO: Regarding your previous comment, I agree, sir.  There's something going on here I'm not totally convinced about.
CEO_Hull says:
#CSO:  Transport initiated, target scanners locked on matter.  Beaming
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::turns to Throki:: Throki : Tell me.. How do you think your people will react to this?
Host CO_Madred says:
<OPS_Ty`Vec> ::opens a channel to the Maximus:: CO: Channel open, sir...
Nichura_Promdi says:
@ ::looks at the extra bright star in the night sky and wonders if that is their ship, the Paula Greene::
Host CO_Madred says:
COM: CSO: Report in, Commander....
CSO_Tsalea says:
#FCO/CEO:  We will be taking a sample that is within the suns atmosphere.
Ili_Throki says:
@::chews her lips:: XO: Would you like.. something to .. drink.. or eat.. or something?  ::thinks she might as well be nice::  I'm sure you're exhausted.  And your crew. ::indicating the CTO::
CIV_Doile says:
Computer: Computer, create a level 12 containment pod capable of holding anti-trilithium.
CEO_Hull says:
#COM: PG:  CO:  Sir, we are transporting a sample of the matter onboard for further analysis, standby
CIV_Doile says:
::watches as a torpedo shaped pod appears near a lab table::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Looks over to Throki:: Throki: No thank, you.  I'm fine.
Ili_Throki says:
@::tilts her head and thinks:: XO: These are really passionate people.   Elders are respected here.. and to have to leave them behind.. well.. let's just say.. it's not the most... nicest thing in the world to do to your parents.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Notes the flashing lights on the console::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CEO:  Do we have the sample?
Host CO_Madred says:
::gets a perplexed look on his face:: Self: Matter? What matter?
XO_Amendoeira says:
@Throki : Certainly... ::gently rocks the CTO:: CTO : Commander Ryan, would you like something to eat?
CTO_Ryan says:
@XO: No thank you, Sir.  I'm fine.
CIV_Doile says:
Computer: Computer, make the pod four times larger.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#::Closes his helmet ::
CIV_Doile says:
::watches the pod disappear, then reappear larger::
CMO_Cameron says:
::looks at the Captain, slightly concerned::
CEO_Hull says:
#CSO:  Yes, transport complete
Ili_Throki says:
@::nods at the CTO:: CTO: As you wish.  ::smiles::  I just thought.. that maybe.. you would enjoy some of our fine cuisine while.. ::pauses:: While they last.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Nods::  FCO:  Take us back to the ship.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::nods:: Throki : I can understand that.. Will they believe my... Optimism?
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#::initiates burn to break orbit  outwards to the ship::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::As they  leave the immediate vicinity of the sun, she walks back to the sample and begins to scan it.::
Ili_Throki says:
@::smiles weakly:: XO: Some might.. some won't.  There are always some who trusts the government 100%. And there are those who are skeptical about every move we make.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CEO:  Inform the captain we are returning.  And I don't think he will like what we have found.
CIV_Doile says:
::mixes a few heavy metals together::
CEO_Hull says:
#CSO:  Aye
XO_Amendoeira says:
@Throki : And in which category do you fall on?
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#CEO: We will be back in 10
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::walks with Throki to where she is leading him::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::A touch of anger reddens her cheeks, but it could just as easily be from the heat.::
CEO_Hull says:
#COM:  PG:  CO:  Captain, mission complete, matter sample onboard, returning to the Paula Greene
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Follows the XO and Throki::
CEO_Hull says:
#COM: PG:  ETA 10 min
Ili_Throki says:
@::looks over at the heavy sighing Promdi:: XO: I used to be 100%.  ::looks at him:: Until now.
CIV_Doile says:
Computer: Computer, in 30 seconds, recreate the anti-trilithium parameters in the simulation inside the containment pod.  ::listens to the computer chirp::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@Throki : What changed?
Host CO_Madred says:
::still not sure what this matter they have is:: COM: Maximus: Is this matter sample safe to bring aboard?
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Take the time to do as much of an analysis as the current equipment would allow.::
Ili_Throki says:
@::takes them to the facilities dining café, the only place in the whole complex that's still 100% staffed and running.::  XO/CTO: Have a seat.
Nichura_Promdi says:
@ ::rests his hand on the cool windowsill as he gazes out::
Ili_Throki says:
@ XO: Well.. the announcement.  It doesn't help to work in the government.  I know what goes on about.. well.. everything.
CIV_Doile says:
::adds the heavy metal compound to the containment pod, then stands back as the computer creates the anti-trilithium inside the pod::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Moves towards a chair and sits down::
CEO_Hull says:
#COM: PG:  It will be housed in a magnetic container, hermetically sealed, it will be safe
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::nods, and takes a seat::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@Throki : I don't follow you...
CIV_Doile says:
::sees that the compound is stable, and sends a report of all this work to the CSO's Bridge console::
Host CO_Madred says:
COM: Maximus: Understood ... proceed. ::turns to the Doctor:: CMO: Schedule physicals for each of the away team members at your earliest opportunity. I want to ensure their exposure to this "sample" hasn't caused them any trouble.
Ili_Throki says:
@::waves for a waitress::  Waitress: I would like.. a Letony Soup.. and .. they would like........  coffee?  ::looks at the XO and CTO questionably::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Finishes the initial scans.::
XO_Amendoeira says:
@::nods his agreement::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Nods at Throki:: Waitress: Coffee will be fine.
CMO_Cameron says:
CO: Aye, sir.  ::gets up and enters the Turbolift::  TL: Sickbay.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#::begins the process of lining up for the shuttlebay ::
Host CO_Madred says:
CMO: Speaking of which, how long until critical exposure for the team on the surface?
CIV_Doile says:
CIV: Wow...if this stuff decides to be hostile, it might take out the whole deck.
Nichura_Promdi says:
@ ::turns away from the window finally and walks over to his desk and all but falls into his chair, resting his palms on the desk:: Nobody: What are we going to do...
CEO_Hull says:
#COM: PG:  On final approach, request clearance for landing Shuttlebay 1
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#CEO: We need clearance to land and the bay doors opened
Ili_Throki says:
@ XO: I am Promdi's right hand woman, shall we say... And.. um........ he confides in me a lot.. and I've gotten to know him now for quite some time.. I know his motivations are pure.  Just now.. both of you had to deliver speeches of hope and I think .. lying to his people was something Promdi was never really good at.
CMO_Cameron says:
*CO* I don't think they can last any longer than the rest of today without some serious treatment.
CIV_Doile says:
Computer: Computer, erect a level 10 containment field around the pod.  ::watches as the field springs up::
Host CO_Madred says:
<OPS_Ty`Vec> COM: Maximus: Opening shuttlebay doors now, you have clearance to land in shuttlebay one.
CMO_Cameron says:
::enters sickbay, and arranges for full medicals for both Away teams::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
#::Starts slowing as they approach the opening chasm of the Shuttlebay ::
Host CO_Madred says:
*CMO*: Thank you, Doctor ... understood.
XO_Amendoeira says:
@Throki : It's not lying.... I entirely believe what I said before... It's being optimist...
Nichura_Promdi says:
@ ::stares at the painting across from his desk for a long time, a sunrise and gets really angry, throwing his goblet at it and breaking the painting before collapsing on the desk in exhaustion::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#COMM: CO:  I have a sample of helium with some kind of catalyst bonded to it.  This is what is speeding up the death of the sun.  It would appear to have been injected into the sun in large amounts.  It is some form of liquid metal, heavier then mercury. Fro the rate of decay it would coincide with the time the sun's acceleration rate increased.
Ili_Throki says:
@XO/CTO: He doesn't like to hurt his people.  He is good ruler... as old fashioned as some of his ideas are...  ::smiles and moves back a bit as the food arrives::    I understand about the optimism.. but.. Promdi doesn't think there is any hope.. to him.. to make it sound hopeful.. when it's not... that's lying.
Ili_Throki says:
@::waves over her soup with her hands, as if sprinkling magic:: Soup: Beware the terror.   ::looks up at the XO and CTO:: XO/CTO: Enjoy.
Host CO_Madred says:
::looks startled:: COM: CSO: Are you telling me someone poisoned the Jantami star?
Host ScottB says:
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